
Tiles and Bathrooms

The latest tile and bathroom ideas and trends... 

FREE

Tiles and Bathrooms

More style, more ranges, more choice, more for your money...

Don’t miss out...
On our beautiful tiles and bathrooms which create
the ideal look throughout your home.

Award 
Winning 
Service 

The easy way to create a wet room

Baths to suit you...

The latest wall and floor tile trends
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Wood Stone is a distinctive wall and floor tile range with
a glazed porcelain finish which looks gorgeous within any
sized room. With 48 faces per colour this range allows
virtually zero repeats, creating an inspiring random mix of
tiles which come together to form a striking look. 

This range comes in 3 colours, white, graphite and forest
and can be laid in a brick like or herringbone fashion to
add extra style.

Wall and floor tiles: 100 x 300mm

Wood Stone
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Great news for home lovers! We are extremely excited to launch our
brand new Tiles and Bathrooms Magazine full of new tile and bathroom
designs and special offers. Whether you would like to update the look of
an existing room or are planning to start the job from scratch we have
everything you need to complete your project, including inspiration to
help you to decide exactly how you would like to decorate.

The team at N&C Tiles and Bathrooms are excited to have been
recognised for their award winning service by The Tile Association having
won ‘Excellence in Retailing’. 

Our experienced and knowledgeable members of the team are there to
make sure you get the best quality products suited for the job. Visit us
instore for ideas, inspiration and expert advice. 

Nationwide
Stores

Visit one of our 
18 award winning, 

nationwide showrooms
where one of our 

friendly, fully trained 
staff are available to 

help and give guidance 
on projects. 

Low Prices
Guaranteed

In the unlikely event that
you find identical tiles

cheaper within 
10 days of purchase 
we will double the 

difference.*
All our prices are price
checked giving you the
best value every time. 

Nationwide
Delivery

With a large private fleet
of delivery vehicles, 

we can have your goods
delivered to you from one

of your local depots, 
by our trusted and 
friendly drivers. 

Loan a Tile
Service

If you see a tile you like 
in store, featured in a
magazine, brochure or
online, make sure it’s 
the perfect match 
by taking it home. 
We will refund the 

deposit within 28 days 
if returned undamaged. 

FREE
Parking

Take advantage of 
our free parking 

throughout our stores, 
all with disabled 

parking and accessible
for wheelchair users.

LOWEST
PRICES 

GUARANTEED

Our Price Promise
we’ll beat any quote

Always on trend...

Hot Metal Shabby Chic Scandinavian Marble

Boutique Hotel Statement Minimalistic

Welcome... 

Grab a cuppa, sit back, relax and be inspired by our latest trends which help you to create a
gorgeous fashionable look within your home.

Follow us:
NCTilesandBath

Find us:
nctilesandbathrooms

Subscribe to us:
Nichollsandclarke
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get the look...

Shabby Chic

Lincoln
A gorgeous patchwork design which can be 
used to create a classic vintage look in your home.
Wall and floor tiles: 200 x 200mm

Create a gorgeous classic look throughout
your home with a mix of period inspired
colours, geometric shapes and a vivid
timeless look. Go for a shabby chic look with
a bold colour scheme complemented by
creative patterns.

Couple with our
Worcester bathroom
suite to create the 
ultimate classic, 
vintage look! 

Top Tip!

Princess One
Sit back and relax in our gorgeous double ended
Princess One Freestanding Bath, which features a
stunning roll top design and unique solid base.  A high
quality bath which is double shelled and Supra
reinforced for optimum strength 
1700 x 700 x 700mm 
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This glazed tile range creates a simple
effective look within any interior or
exterior space. With its subtle design
this tile range shows the hidden beauty
of cracked glazing.
Wall tiles: 75 x 150mm

Make your project 
stand out by using our
Ely wall & floor tiles
which benefit from 
vibrant colours and

shapes

For more Shabby Chic inspiration, visit
us at your local store or visit us online
at www.nctilesandbathrooms.com

Crackle

 
Add a splash of paint
A complementary selection of Synergy
Paint, formulated to adhere to the warm
shabby chic trend. A timeless selection
that offer versatility in its use 

Complete the look...
...with our traditional Victorian taps!

Ely Colours
Size: 200 x 200mm

Truro
A range that creates a dramatised look
through its mixed patterned tiles. With
various colour tones and patterns used,
Truro offers a classy, striking look.
Size: 200 x 200mm

Chichester
Wall and floor tiles: 200 x 200mm

Victorian mono basin mixer also available.

Synergy A Heart Wood

Synergy G Ice Storm 3
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Clarityget the look...

Hot Metal
Get the latest Hot Metal look which
incorporates the look of the moment, and
one that’ll last!  Create the wow factor by
simply introducing rose gold, gold or metal
looks

Add a touch of Hot Metal to your
room with our Clarity mosaics.
Available in four different colours.

Rose Gold
Add a touch of industrial chic to your bathroom with our
beautifully designed Rose Gold tap collection. Create the
ultimate on-trend interiors by pairing with a square edge basin
and bath. 

Complete the look with matching high rise basin mixers, bidet
mixers, concealed shower mixer, wall mounted basin mixer,
concealed shower mixer with diverter, shower kit, wall mounted
bath mixer and fixed shower head options.

Starlike 
Sparkle Grout
Starlike is a high performance grout
that is perfect for use in the bathroom
and around the home. 

Make your white grout lines stay
bright for longer with Nicobond
Starlike Grout. Alternatively, choose
from a huge selection of coloured
grouts to co-ordinate with your tile
designs. Add a touch sparkle to your
grout with Nicobond Starlike Sparkle
available in Stalike Galaxy, Starlike
Gold and Starlike Silver for different
sparkle effects. Being water resistant
you can use this product throughout
your bathroom or any interior or
exterior space.

Starlike Sparkle Grouts are
available in various colour
options to suit your design
requirements.

Don’t forget your paints...
Mix and match our glamarous hot metal
tiles with our range of Synergy paints. 
More on-trend colours available. 

Synergy E
Salisbury Stones 5

Synergy L
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Diamond
Stand out from the crowd with this tile choice!
This range focuses on pattern and style,
creating a 3D effect through its tile structure.

Other colours available: White
Wall tiles: 225 x 450mm

Radiance (Other colours available)

Rose Gold 
& Gold Trim

Gulfstone Quartz 
(Available in 16 colours)

Splendour
Achieve a focal point in the room with
Splendour, our most stunning
mosaics which creates a  subtle
shimmer effect.

Wall tiles: 250 x 550mm
Wall mosaic mix: 330 x 330mm
Floor tiles: 330 x 330mm
Wall glitter strips: 10 x 750mm

Listellos are available in various colours
and finishes

Gala
On trend, brick shaped wall tiles that
are perfect for injecting a look of
opulence with its high shine finish to
any room within the home or
commercial space. Create an eye
catching herringbone splashback or
feature wall in broken bond layouts or
traditional bonded joints. 

Wall tiles: 80 x 333mm
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Woodstyle
Naturally modern featuring a highly innovative ultra high
definition series of wood effect porcelain tiles available in
four on trend colourways. Woodstyle is available in two plank
widths and offers an attractive chevron mosaic for use on
walls or floors throughout your home.

Wall and floor tiles: 200 x 1200mm

get the look...

Be inspired by Scandinavian style when
decorating your home. Clean lines, natural
materials and minimalistic designs form an
ultra modern, scandinavian look. Wood-effect
tiles are the future with its

Available in other
colours and finishes

Add a splash of paint!
Complement your design scheme with
one of our neutral shades that adds
sophistication to your room.

Synergy B
Fallen Burr

Cosmopolitan
A tap range which is simply striking and utilises
clean lines with subtle curving. Opt for this range
to create an extremely modern look throughout
your home.

Complete the look with matching basin mixer,
high rise basin mixer, floor standing basin mixer,
sink mixer, bidet mixer, wall mounted basin
mixer, bath shower mixer, shower kit, concealed
shower mixer, concealed shower with diverter
and fixed shower head options.

Synergy E
Salisbury Stones 5

Synergy D
Roasted Bracken 4

Synergy F

Top Tip: 
our Synergy Salisbury
Stones paint with our
Walnut Appeal floor
standing basin unit.
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Wood Passion
This wood effect porcelain tile range closely replicates and
captures the beauty of natural timber, whilst offering all the
hardwearing benefits of porcelain.

Colours available: Beige, Brown, Taupe, Ice and Smoke
Wall and floor tiles: 150 x 900mm

A statement floor designed to create an on-trend
chevron format. The unique range utilises clever
manufacturing to offer easy and quick
installation. 

Wall and floor tiles 700 x 400mm

Wood Direction

Use wood effecttiles on floors wherethere is plaincoloured  walls surrounding

Cuban
An eye catching bathroom furniture range which replicates the scandinavian
look through it’s detailed wood grain finish. This unique curved design is
available in three on-trend colours.
Other colours and furniture available within this range

Top Tip!
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get the look...

Marble
Invite the beauty of natural materials
throughout your home with marble effect
tiles, a classic look that offers timeless
chic. The detailed veining of this material
allows you to create a subtle effective
look throughout your home whilst
keeping it classy! 

Palermo Toilet 
Roll Holder

Our most comprehensive range, Marbellous
utilises the on-trend marble look in a variety of size
formats, designs and marble effects without the
high cost and high maintenance of real marble.
Available in porcelains, ceramics and mosaics, this
collection enables flexibility within the home or
commercial space. 

Marbellous

Thessan Towel 
Warmer

Complete the look...
...with our range of squared profile

bathroom furniture and finishing touches.

Nova Cube Tap Range
(Various styles available)

Statuario
Stautuario features the beauty and opulence of classic marble but with the
practicality of porcelain. Statuario is finished with an attractive polished finish and is
available in 4 popular formats, as well as 2 mosaic designs, squares and hexagons.

Wall and floor tiles: 900 x 900 - 1200 x 600 - 600 x 600 - 300 x 600mm
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This range closely replicates the beauty of marbleand regenerates acontemporarycollection of tiles.

Metro Underground Carrara Bevel 

Splendour
A stunning range of ceramic wall tiles with matching glazed 
porcelain floor tiles. Taking full advantage of inkjet
technology, Splendour captures and replicates the flow
and elegance of marble.

Wall tiles: 250 x 550mm
Wall mosaic mix: 330 x 330mm
Floor tiles: 330 x 330mm
Wall glitter strips: 10 x 750mm

Perfect choice 
for your kitchen or

bathroom

Stylish
Satin rectified wall tiles: 300 x 900mm
Satin rectified concept decor wall tiles: 300 x 900mm
Matt rectified floor tiles: 750 x 750mm
Matt mosaic wall and floor tiles: 300 x 300mm
Metallic feature strips also available: 15 x 900mm
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get the look...

Boutique
Hotel

Make your home a style icon with our
desirable tile and bathroom designs.
Combine advanced practicality with
exquisite extras to create the ultimate
dream look.

Wet Rooms

Gulfstone Quartz
Create the most desired look with our Gulfstone
Quartz tile range. Designed with mirrored chips
scattered throughout the body of each tile, this
range catches the light at every opportunity and
reflects a gorgeous sparkle.
Sizes: 300 x 300, 300 x 600 and 600 x 600mm

Create the 
“WOW” factor...with an attractive tiled wetroom with stylish lineardrainage from thespecialists in wet 

rooms.

Enigma
A unique structured tile range which allows movement 
and tridimensionality to be brought to a space. Creating
a  stylish on-trend look.

Wall tiles: 350 x 1000mm
Also available in White

Add a splash of paint
Opt for these on-trend shades of
Synergy Paints to complement our
striking range of tiles.

Synergy K Ice Storm 2 Synergy G Ice Storm 3

Synergy H Night Jewels 5 Synergy I Grey Steel 4
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Victorian 
Free Standing Bath

Diamond - White
Colorado illuminated double door mirror cabinet.

Don’t forget your

LED mirror!

Opt for acontemporary with ourgorgeous 3D effectDiamond  White tilerange.

Create a bathroom centrepiece with this free standing
bath which features a gorgeous roll top design. The ideal
choice for a luxurious bathing area.

Innova Crystal Taps
A stunning range of Swaorvski crystal taps designed
with gorgeous glistening embellishments running
throughout each handle.

Scale
Mix and match our black and white Scale
interlocking ceramic wall tiles to create a stunning
statement wall or choose one colour to run
throughout the wall, creating a consistent look.

Wall tiles: 106 x 120mm
Also available in White
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Complete
Wet Room
Package

from only...

£695
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1 Shower Base
Our shower decks are easy to install, robust floor formers
which create a level access floor from the bathroom to the
shower area and assists the flow of water to the drain

2 Drainage
Opt for either a square or stylish linear drainage with a tile 
insert option or from one of our quality stainless steel grates

3 Tanking System
Create a watertight environment with total confidence using
our complete Nicobond wet room tanking system

4 Shower Screens
Select from our attractive range of modern shower screens
to suit any room shape or size

5 Tiles
Choose from our huge range of on trend wall & floor tiles, 
undertile heating and bathroom accessories 

Create the perfect wet room 
in just five easy steps...

Create the ultimate wet room look with our help

Enjoy your new, gorgeous bathroom!
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get the look...

Statement
Aim to impress with our range of
products which feature effective details,
unique shapes, vibrant colours, and
gorgeous textures. With products that
include these characteristics you can
create a masterpiece throughout your
home which is extremely impressive.

Colour Me
A collection of tiles which fuses together complementary
tones that comprise different shades of the primary
colour to offer an understated and sophisticated effect.

Wall tiles: 250 x 500mm
Mosaic decor wall tiles: 250 x 500mm
Floor tiles: 410 x 410mm
Listello’s also available - 38 x 500mm

Eclipse
Capture the breathtaking beauty of this tile range which has a perfect blend 
of style and character. With bold contrasting tones and effects, this range
creates a personality that’s buzzing with contemporary energy.
Wall and floor tiles: 200 x 1200mm

Essence 
A unique range of taps with
a waterfall effect, available
in a variety of styles and
colours to suit your design.

Sublime
A unique collection of
bathroom furniture, which
benefits from polilaminated
technology, helping to
achieve a smooth surface.
With colours such as Blue
Gloss you can create a pop
of colour throughout your
design.

Also available in White
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Egg Bathroom Suite

Fuse 

Create a unique lookwith our Egg bathroomsuite which benefits from oval contours and fluid lines.

Get the look...

An award winning, full bodied porcelain tile that
shows off superb technological  enhancements
through its structured and lapato finishes,
engrained with an indulgent shimmer.
Wall and floor tiles: 162 x 490 and 490 x 490mm
Structured wall and floor tiles: 162 x 490 and 
490 x 490mm
Mosaic tiles also available - 162 x 490mm

Xenon
Create a visually
stunning look with
this gorgeous mirror
which features a
unique LED lighting
strip running
smoothly throughout
the mirror cabinet.

Fluidity
Fluidity is an elegant range
of sliding wet room screens
with a unique soft close
door system. This high
quality, robust system
requires the gentlest of
touches to operate the
doors. Perfect for creating
a seamless transition from
bathroom or bedroom to
wet area. 
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Dolomiti
This dramatic stoneware collection features a luxurious textured
feel. The functional features that are consistent throughout this
range blend perfectly with its sophisticated look.

Polished wall and floor tiles: 300 x 600 and 600 x 600mm
Natural wall and floor tiles: 1200 x 600 (IN) 
Structured floor tiles: 1200 x 400 x 20mm (OUT)

get the look...

Minimal
Less is more. The classic minimalistic
look works for virtually every home,
where neutral tones can be used along
side effective furniture to create an
elegant look. This trend is timeless,
meaning that the look of your home will
never go out of style. 

Drift

Urban Spa
Soap Dish

This cloakroom basin unit is the ultimate solution for smaller sized bathrooms. This exclsuive
ceramic washbasin offers additional washing space through a curved basin design.

Other colours available: Sandy Grey and Anthracite Gloss
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A high quality range of
porcelain tiles with a distinct
effect due to its highly
polished finish. This range
has been twice pressed to
allow higher technical
performance.

Wall and floor tiles: 
600 x 600mm

Radiance

Noble

Opt for this glistening range of bathroom
furniture which features gorgeous LED
lighting which runs effortlesly through
each cabinet creating a stunning look
throughout a simple design.

Other colours available: Silvery Grey, Mid
Grey, Slate Grey, Dark Coffee, Blue,
Bronze and Gold

Revival

A sophisticatedbathroom furniturerange which isavailable in three on-trend colours andhas a simple handlessdrawer function.

Alpine
Alpine consists of a natural 
pure stone look. With
delicate and smart colours,
this range enables you to
create an extremely modern
contemporary design. 

Ellipse
Ellipse is a stylish and modern
shower range with a gorgeous
unique curved door. 
With a push and pull door system
these enclosures are extremely
easy to open and close.

Curved door and side panels
available.

Other colours and
styles also available.
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Create seamless spaces with... 

FeaturingDulux Colourof the YearHeart Wood
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Introducing the world’s first series, specially
formulated to fuse together and empower you to
experiment with colours, textures, materials, sizes
and finishes and not only be confident that your
design creation is unique to you, but that each
component works with each other. 

The Synergy Series consists of ceramic,
porcelain, natural stone, mosaics, grouts, taps,
shower trays, bathroom furniture and more,
designed to be styled interchangeably to create
harmonious, complementing interiors within the
home or commercial environment.

Creating Endless 
Design Possibilities... 

Synergy

Synergy J Synergy K
Ice Storm 2

Synergy L Synergy M

Synergy N Synergy O

Colour co-ordinatedEssence taps

Complement your design scheme using our Synergy Paint offering which
consists of a specially formulated palette of colours that perfectly complements
the colours and tones within the Synergy Series. 

Synergy A
Heart Wood

Synergy B
Fallen Burr

Synergy C
Paper Chain

Synergy D
Roasted Bracken 4

Synergy E
Salisbury Stones 5

Synergy F

Synergy G
Ice Storm 3

Synergy H
Night Jewels 5

Synergy I
Grey Steel 4
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Loom
Free Standing Bath
Oval shapes within the bathroom create a
visually striking effect through gorgeous
curves which flow throughout designs such
as our Loom Free Standing Baths. 

Bath Collections

Victoria
Free Standing Bath

Wall
Free Standing Bath
If you are looking to create more space
within your bathroom, this bath may be just
what you are looking for. Wall allows you to
push your free standing bath right up against
one of the walls in your bathroom creating
more space to manouver.

Create a statement within your bathroom
with our traditional Victorian Free Standing
Bath which features stunning lion chrome
legs and a roll top finish.
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Choose your dream
bath...

Choosing the right bath for your home is important! It is
almost essential to buy a bath which suits not only your
required functionality but your bathroom design too.
Therefore we offer you a wide range with different materials,
sizes and shapes, ensuring that we can cater for all of your
needs and requirements.

Materials Types Designs
Lucite
Centronite
Supra Reinforced
Acrylic
Steel

Spa 
Free Standing
Eco
Space Saving

Standard
L and P Shaped
Double Ended
Squared
Oval
Curved
Curved with straight lines

Cuban Front Bath Panel Deluxe Front Bath Panel Appeal Front Bath Panel

Complete the look...
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Understanding current and future colour trends and designs allows us to make
decisions to ensure that your interiors are timeless. Shop with N&C for the best
colour choices in the latest designs!

Illusion

Colour forecast...

For a delicate effect, select softer
tones of white/cream, light
cappuccino, and mint pastel green
to create an optimum effect. The
brightness of these colours create
a welcoming invitation into the
home making rooms look bigger
and brighter.  

This design concept fools the eye
and makes any interior and exterior
area seem more spacious then
they really are.

Warmth
The hot metal colours which create
warmth within the home will
continue to dominate for years on
end. Rose Gold, Brass, Copper
and Gold are best used when
combined with natural raw
materials such as wood and
marble. 

This long lasting trend can create
the wow factor within your home
with its expensive look yet warm
feel.

Enchanted
Natural colours and material help
to keep your home looking
consistently fresh and clean.
Natural materials such as wood
help to create a contemporary
simplistic look. Our fragile essence
seeks for products which naturally
unwind, comfort and relax us. 

We call on nature not just to inspire
but to collaborate within the design
and feel within our homes.

Greys
Multiple shades of grey conform to
the natural palette replicating grey
winter mornings. Dusted tones
blended with the colour blue
create a timeless look. 

However, for those looking for
more intensity with your design,
emerge your greys with bright
contrasting colours to add a
creative pop of colour to add a
dash of positive energy.
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Seen something 
you like?
Purchase instore

Order online

Call us!

Creative Hub...

Visit us in your local N&C Tiles
and Bathrooms store. With 
18 nationwide showrooms you
can be sure to find a store local
to you.

Visit our website at:
www.nctilesandbathrooms.com
to find your nearest showroom.

If you have seen something within this magazine that you
just cannot go without, place your order online today! Visit
our website at www.nctilesandbathrooms.com where you
will find limited time deals on our range of products
alongside the rest of our quality range.

www.nctilesandbathrooms.com

If you would like more information on a product you have
seen in this magazine, why not give us a call today?

Call us on: 0845 605 1345

Seen something you you like but would like more
inspiration and ideas on paints, tiles, or furniture to go with
the look you want to go for? Visit your local N&C Tiles and
Bathrooms store and take full advantage of our Creative
Hub, where our staff are fully equipped with great
experience in designs and trends being able to offer you
great advice and top tips.
Please note only a selection of our stores have a Creative Hub.
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Tile & Bathroom Deals!
Make huge savings with our...

At N&C Tiles and Bathrooms we work with you to ensure that we are able to cater for your budget requirements. In order to do so, we
offer you great package deals where you can achieve your desired look, whilst being well within budget!

Undertile Heating Tile Your Floor

Tile Your Bathroom

from only

£99
from only

£89

from only

£139
from only

£146

Bathroom Suites
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Double 
Award 
Winner

Quick and easy to cut and install

Self adhesive sheets

Strong durable material

Ready to tile onto immediately

Size of sheet 600 x 500mm

Thickness: 2mm

Moisture resistantNicobond DIY Washboy
10L cleaning set with plastic float/EVA  pad, float 

with sponge and plastic cover N2540106

Nicobond DIY Grout Float
240 x 90mm PVC handle with aluminum plate 

N2540102

Nicobond DIY Notched Trowel 
12 x 12mm economy square notched trowel 

220 x 105mm N2540070

Nicobond DIY Sponge 
380 x 240 x 360mm N2540080

Nicobond PlasticPly™
Timber Floor Reinforcing Sheet
Nicobond PlasticPly™prevents floor tiles and 
grout from cracking when tiling onto timber floors.

Nicobond Tile Adhesive
Ready mixed adhesive for fixing wall tiles

15kg N1010010

Nicobond Heavy Duty Builders Bucket 
3 gallon/15 liitre builders bucket black 

N2540152

Nicobond Mosaic Backing Mesh
A self-adhesive backing that supports mosaic

mesh sheets to enable fast and simple fixing.
300 x 300mm sheet N2540268

Nicobond Carpet Protector
700mm X 25m         N2540260

Nicobond Hard Floor Protector
700mm X 25m          N2540262

Nicobond Floor &
Wall Tile Cleaner 

500ml        N2540728

Nicobond X Type Tile Spacers
1mm (500 per pack)             N2540113        

2mm (100 per pack)             N2540114

2mm (250 per pack)             N2540116

mix ‘n’
match 22for33

DIY ESSENTIALS
Buy any 3 items & get 
the cheapest FREE!
(With this page!)
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Nicobond Sealers & Cleaners Product Selector - Cleaning, Protection & Maintenance 

Maintain the look of your wall and floor tiles using our Nicobond Sealers & Cleaners
which are the ideal solution for routine care and maintenance of your 
ceramic, porcelain and natural stone wall and floor tiles, helping to prolong the life
and colour.

Our cleaners quickly and effectively remove day to day dirt marks, finger/foot prints,
as well as tough dirt stains, limescale and residue, whilst our sealers help to reinforce
the tiles’ protective layer with the option to enhance the colour of your tiles! 

NEW
& Improved 
Formula

INITIAL CLEANING
PROTECTION

REGULAR CLEANING SPECIAL CLEANINGNATURAL LOOK 
PROTECTION COLOUR ENHANCEMENT

SLATE Floor & Wall Tile Cleaner
Extra

Invisible Sealer for 
Unpolished Natural Product

Colour Enhancer & Sealer 
for Natural Product

Floor & Wall Tile Cleaner / 
All in One Bathroom Cleaner Stain Remover EXTRA

UNPOLISHED NATURAL PRODUCTS Floor & Wall Tile Cleaner
Extra

Invisible Sealer for 
Unpolished Natural Product

Colour Enhancer & Sealer 
for Natural Product

Floor & Wall Tile Cleaner / 
All in One Bathroom Cleaner Stain Remover EXTRA

HONED NATURAL PRODUCTS Floor & Wall Tile Cleaner
Extra

Invisible Sealer for 
Unpolished Natural Product

Colour Enhancer & Sealer 
for Natural Product

Floor & Wall Tile Cleaner / 
All in One Bathroom Cleaner Stain Remover EXTRA

POLISHED NATURAL PRODUCTS Floor & Wall Tile Cleaner Invisible Sealer for 
Polished Natural Product

Colour Enhancer & Sealer 
for Natural Product

Floor & Wall Tile Cleaner / 
All in One Bathroom Cleaner Floor & Wall Tile Cleaner

HONED APPLESTONE Floor & Wall Tile Cleaner Invisible Sealer for 
Unpolished Natural Product

Colour Enhancer & Sealer 
for Natural Product

Floor & Wall Tile Cleaner / 
All in One Bathroom Cleaner Stain Remover EXTRA

LIMESTONE Floor & Wall Tile Cleaner Invisible Sealer for 
Unpolished Natural Product

Colour Enhancer & Sealer 
for Natural Product

Floor & Wall Tile Cleaner / 
All in One Bathroom Cleaner Stain Remover EXTRA

GRANITE Floor & Wall Tile Cleaner Invisible Sealer for 
Polished Natural Product

Colour Enhancer & Sealer 
for Natural Product

Floor & Wall Tile Cleaner /
All in One Bathroom Cleaner Floor & Wall Tile Cleaner

POLISHED PORCELAIN Floor & Wall Tile Cleaner
Extra

Invisible Sealer for 
Polished Porcelain unrequired Floor & Wall Tile Cleaner / 

All in One Bathroom Cleaner Stain Remover EXTRA

RUSTIC PORCELAIN Floor & Wall Tile Cleaner
Extra unrequired unrequired Floor & Wall Tile Cleaner / 

All in One Bathroom Cleaner Stain Remover EXTRA

GROUT Grout Protector unrequired Floor & Wall Tile Cleaner / 
All in One Bathroom Cleaner

Grout Cleaner 
or Mould Remover

CERAMIC Floor & Wall Tile Cleaner
Extra unrequired unrequired Floor & Wall Tile Cleaner / 

All in One Bathroom Cleaner
All in One Bathroom Cleaner

EXTRA /
Stain Remover EXTRA

Care & 
Protection 
for your tiles and bathroom

Floor & Wall Tile Cleaner 
Nicobond Floor & Wall Tile Cleaner provides a gentle but
powerful cleaning formula that will help maintain your tiles to
their original state, without leaving any residues
N2540728 500ml

Floor & Wall Tile Cleaner EXTRA 
Nicobond Floor & Wall Tile Cleaner Extra is our advanced acid based
cleaner that is ideal for removing grout residues, building site dirt,
efflorescence’s, rust stains and lime deposits. This is a highly effective
powerful cleaner specially formulated to deal with building work
residues and general grime. 
N2540730 500 ml

Low toxicity 
Low environmental impact
Biodegradable 
Harmless to plants & animals 

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔ ✔

Solvent free*
Safe to use 
Limited abrasion
Residue free
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Maintain the look of
your floor tiles! 

Follow our 3 step cleaning
regime to keep your tiled floor

looking glamarous!
1. First, sweep away or hoover the 

tiled floor to remove dust and dirt

2. Damp mop the floor using the 
required dilution of Nicobond Tile 
Cleaner & water 

3. Dry the tile surface using a dry mop 
or absorbent cleaning cloth rather 
than waiting for it to dry 

Top N&C Tip

Routine cleaning using

Nicobond Tile Cleaner 

can avoid harsh scrubbing

and the use of stronger 

chemicals later on.

How can I maintain the new look of my new

tiles?
As soon as you purchase your new tiles, use an initial cleaner to
remove residue and harsh dirt caused by tiling,  then use a regular
cleaner for ongoing cleaning. Use a sealer to protect your tiles.
Follow our recommended cleaning regime to keep your tiles
looking gorgeous! 

Can I use Nicobond Sealers and Cleaners on
my existing tiles, or is it too late? 
It’s not too late to rescue dirty, stained tiles. Depending on the 
surface type and type of existing stains, we offer special cleaning
products with a more advanced, powerful formula. Ask in store for
details.

How do I know what products to use? 
There are different products depending on the type of tiles you
have. Use our easy product selector chart to find the product you
need! 

Q
A

Q
A
Q
A
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After!
ROOM PLAN

Don’t forget!
Measure up before you make any purchases. Sizing is
extremely important when choosing new bathroom
furniture to ensure that there is enough room for the
products you would like with plenty of room to maneuver.

Before...

Products used throughout their new design include Vogue
Bathroom Suite, Synergy Furniture, N&C L-Shaped
Shower Bath, Mira 360 shower, and Nova Cube taps. 

Bathroom MIs it time for a...
Our customer wanted to update their existing old fashioned
bathroom to make it look more classy whilst replicating the
Hotel Chic look. When visiting the store they loved our
marble tile ranges & squared furniture designs.

With the customers design preferences in mind, we
helped them to create their dream bathroom.

Throughout this transformation our customer used our
gorgeous Stylish matte tiles, replicating the latest
Marble look whilst incorporating our silver brushed
effect listello to add a beautiful finish.
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 Makeover?

Have you recently transformed the look of your
bathroom using N&C products? Share your before
and after pictures with us and be in with a chance
of your bathroom being featured within our next
magazine and winning a FREE luxurious set of bath
robes.

Simply send your before and after pictures in to
marketing@nichollsandclarke.com. Please note
that by sending this picture in you are allowing us
to use these images for marketing purposes.

Take a snap of your bathroom transformation and
send it in to marketing@nichollsandclarke.com

WIN
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Innova Crystal

A subtle yet effective hint of embellished Swarovski crystals features on our Innova Crystal tap range,
adding value to your entire design. Create a life long sparkle in your bathroom with this collection.

Make your bathroom sparkle with...

Transform the look of your bathroom 
by replacing your existing taps with this range!

the stunning

embellishments i
n this

range are made 
from

Swarovski 

crystals

Basin mixer
Wall mounted basin mixer
Bidet mixer
High rise basin mixer

Wall mounted bath shower mixer
Floor standing bath shower mixer
Shower kit
Concealed shower mixer

Concealed shower valve with diverter
Shower bar mixer
Fixed shower head
Shower bar mixer

Options available: 
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Gulfstone
quartz

A distinctive tile range recognised as the best quartz worldwide!

N&C GulfStone Quartz is produced using industry leading technology and
can be defined as a high density material. This range has been designed
with delicate mirrored chips scattered throughout the body of each tile, whilst
catching the light at every opportunity.

Available in 16 colours, which allow you
to create a subtle or vibrant look.

Various sizes  Stick Mosaic also available
Nationwide delivery - Collection from our 18 branches
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Our step by step guide on...

Grouting with Starlike Grout

1. Use scissors to cut open the sachet within
your tub of Nicobond Starlike Grout, squeeze out
the entire content of the hardener and mix in
thoroughly. When applying glitter to your grout,
add 1 sachet of our Nicobond Starlike Sparkle. If
you would like to create an extreme glitter effect,
we recommend using 2 sachets. 

2.  Using the green epoxy grout float, fill the joints,
making sure each joint is completely full to the tile
depth. Remove any excess grout from the
surface.

Planning ahead is essential to ensure that
you have all of the equipment
you need to do the job.

PREPARATION 

Before starting the
job, make sure you
have dusted and
swept your surface.

3.  Once you’ve finished grouting your area, use
a white Nicobond Emulsifying Pad (Nicobond
Cleaning Pad) and clean tap water making small
circle motions, emulsifying the grout until the
surface is white and milky. 

4. Use a clean Nicobond Hydro Sponge and wipe
your tiles down, wiping from one side of the tiles
to the other with the aim to clean off as much
residue off the tiles.

5. 24 hours later, return to the tiles and apply
Nicobond Starlike Resin Cleaner to the surface,
spreading it around the wall/floor emulsifying the
cleaner using a fresh white Nicobond emulsifying
pad and allow to sit for 15 minutes.

6.Clean your tiles with tap water and a clean
Nicobond Hydro Sponge. Then, finally...enjoy your
new grout lines!

Things you will 
need:

Scissors

Nicobond Sta
rlike Grout

Nicobond Sta
rlike Sparkle

Mixing Trowe
l

Green Epoxy
 Grout Float

Nicobond Em
ulsifying Pad

 (x2)

Bucket of Cle
an Tap Water

Nicobond Hy
dro Sponge (

x2)

Nicobond Sta
rlike Resin Cl

eaner

Gloves

Wear gloves 
during this
process.

Remember to...
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Your guide to 
measuring 

Window
Door

1. Create a drawing of the 
floorplan/area in the room you are
measuring. It doesn,t have to be to
scale, but the more accurate it is,
the more useful it’ll be for recording
purposes.

2. Measure the length of the room
or area you want to tile.

3. Measure the width of the room
or area you want to tile.

4. Multiply the width by the length
to get the total square footage of
the area you want to tile.

What if the area to tile isn’t squared?
If the area is not square, split 

the room into smaller areas and
measure the length and width of
each. Then, add the area of the
smaller squares together. If there
is an object in the middle of the
floor, such as a bathtub or a
kitchen island, measure the length
and width of the area covered by
the object and subtract it from the
total square footage.

5. Multiply the total square footage
by 10% (or .10 on a calculator) and
add this to the total square
footage. 

Why do I need to add 10%?
We always recommend 

purchasing 10% more than you
need to cover you for any 
breakages or errors in cutting your
tiles. Any extras can be kept 
for any future tile breakages or 
alternatively full boxes can be 
returned to store for a full refund if
returned within 28 days.
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All Prices include VAT. Customers are invited to request a full copy of our terms and conditions of trade or visit our website www.nichollsandclarke.com where it can be viewed before they purchase goods
from The N&C Group of Companies. Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the information given in this booklet. The Nicholls and Clarke Group of Companies reserve the right to change
specifications and availability without prior notice. The colours shown within this booklet are as the limitations of the printing process will allow. Please refer to actual product samples before purchasing.
Delivery is based on fixed delivery schedule. Delivery charges are non-refundable unless returning damaged or faulty products. 

N&C Building Products Ltd.
Registration Number: 140 
Registered in England

N&C Building Materials
41-51 Freshwater Road 
Chadwell Heath
Romford, Essex RM8 1SP
Tel: 020 8586 4600

Unit C1 
Cothill Industrial Estate
Plympton, Plymouth PL7 1SR
Tel: 01752 339724

Units B1/B3 Sneyd Trading Estate
Sneyd Hill, Burslem
Stoke-on-Trent ST6 2PA
Tel: 01782 575727

26 Colquhoun Avenue
Hillington Industrial Estate 
Hillington, Scotland
Glasgow G52 4BN
Tel: 0141 880 1200

Unit 4 Waterloo Industrial Estate 
Flanders Road, Hedge End
Southampton SO30 2QT
Tel: 01489 779700

Units 3 & 4 
Cardiff Trade Park 
Hadfield Road,
Cardiff CF11 8AQ
Tel: 029 2039 0146

Units 1A/B Alexander Place 
Lower Park Road 
New Southgate
London N111QD 
Tel: 020 8361 6050

Unit 14 Meridian Trading Estate 
Bugsby Way
Charlton
London. SE7 7SJ
Tel: 020 8269 5960

Units 10, 11, 14 & 15 
Advent Business Park
Advent Way
Edmonton N18 3AF
Tel: 020 8807 3227

Unit 8 Ascent Park
Edinburgh Way 
Harlow
Essex CM20 2HW
Tel: 01279 621980

Unit1 Cliffside Trade Park
Motherwell Way 
Lakeside, West Thurrock 
Essex RM20 3XD
Tel: 01708 680180

2 - 3 Altbarn Close
Wyncolls Road
Severalls Park
Colchester, Essex CO4 9HY
Tel: 01206 849300

Unit 9 - 11
McDonald Business Park
Maylands Avenue
Hemel Hempstead
Hertfordshire HP2 7EB
Tel: 01442 234635

Unit 8D Pompey Centre 
Fratton Way, Southsea
Portsmouth PO4 8TA
Tel: 02392 894599

Unit 5 Tower Court, 
St. David’s Road 
Swansea Enterprise Park
Swansea SA6 8QL
Tel: 01792 797337

25 Gunnels Wood Park
Gunnels Wood Road 
Stevenage
Hertfordshire SG1 2BH
Tel: 01438 315400

Leofric House, 
Off Phoenix Way
Waterman Road, 
Coventry CV6 5TP
Tel: 02476 705300

Unit E5 
Copley Hill Trading Estate, 
Whitehall Road 
Leeds LS12 1HE
Tel: 0113 243 5644

N&C Tiles and Bathroom Stores Nationwide

Tiles and Bathrooms

Visit us for the latest tile 
and bathroom products, 

ideas and trends... 
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